Wednesday, November 4

8:30–9:30  Navigating Private Philanthropy at UA, hosted by the UA Foundation  (registration and link)
9:30–10:00 Break
10:00–noon Philanthropy Series for Research Scientists: Insight Into Private Philanthropy, hosted by Advancement Resources  (registration and link)
noon–1:00 Lunch break and virtual Axiom data help desk  (registration and link for a 10-minute session)
1:00–1:30 Welcome remarks and project overview  (main meeting link; password 170901)
  Pat Pitney, Interim President, University of Alaska
  Pips Veazey, Principal Investigator, Alaska NSF EPSCoR
  Chi-Chi Nnakwe Whitley, Program Director, NSF EPSCoR
1:30–1:45 Icebreaker – Joanna Young, Director of Alaska Programs, Inspiring Girls Expeditions
1:45–2:45 Boreal Fires component presentation, seed grant updates, student presentations, and sustainability discussion
2:45–3:15 Break
3:15–4:30 Diversity, Education and Workforce Development component presentation, including seed grant updates
4:30 Adjourn

4:30–5:00 Social Half-hour/Networking cocktail time (optional)

Thursday, November 5

8:00–9:15 Coastal Margins component presentation, seed grant updates, student presentations, and sustainability discussion
9:15–10:15 Hyperspectral team presentation and discussion
10:15–10:30 Break
10:30–11:00 Presentation by Fire & Ice external evaluators
  Julia Melkers, Georgia Institute of Technology
  Eric Welch, Arizona State University
11:00–11:30 Project Elements presentation, including management, seed and travel funding, economic development, communications, and data visualization
11:30–Noon Axiom Data Science presentation, “Formatting Data for Visualization”
  Research Computing Systems presentation, “Resource Overview”
Noon–12:15 Reflection and wrap-up session; adjournment
12:15–1:00 Lunch break and virtual film festival of Fire & Ice videos and animations
1:00–2:00 Concurrent Sessions
  Early-career faculty discussion; facilitated by component leads  (link; password 566414)
  Student discussion – interests, collaborations, challenges; facilitated by Pips Veazey and Tara Borland (use main meeting link)